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Transparent conducting oxides keep attracting strong scientific interest not only due to their promising poten-
tial for “transparent electronics” applications but also due to their intriguing optical absorption characteristics.
Materials such as In2O3 and Ga2O3 have complicated unit cells and, consequently, are interesting systems for
studying the physics of excitons and anisotropy of optical absorption. Since currently no experimental data
is available, for instance, for their dielectric functions across a large photon-energy range, we employ mod-
ern first-principles computational approaches based on many-body perturbation theory to provide theoretical-
spectroscopy results. Using the Bethe-Salpeter framework, we compute dielectric functions and we compare to
spectra computed without excitonic effects. We find that the electron-hole interaction strongly modifies the spec-
tra and we discuss the anisotropy of optical absorption that we find for Ga2O3 in relation to existing theoretical
and experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

As suggested by their name, transparent conducting ox-
ides (TCOs) provide the technologically desirable combina-
tion of nearly metallic conductivity with a high degree of op-
tical transparency over the entire visible spectrum. Despite
being so widespread in applications ranging from electronics1

to sensors2 and photovoltaics,3,4 the fundamental properties
of these materials remain quite poorly understood. In order
to explore their suitability for novel applications, e.g. in the
context of plasmonic materials,5 a thorough understanding of
their optical properties is necessary.

In particular, the optical properties of one of the most com-
mon TCOs, In2O3, have been subject to much debate due
to controversy over the nature of its band gap.6–10 Another
emerging TCO, β -Ga2O3, also exhibits features in its absorp-
tion spectrum that remain controversial in the context of its
fundamental band gap.11–15 It was found before,16 that for
In2O3 some of the confusion can be traced back to the in-
fluence of free carriers (free electrons in the case of In2O3
and Ga2O3). Both In2O3 and Ga2O3 are either intrinsically
n-type or intentionally doped and, hence, free-carrier concen-
trations in real samples can be quite large: For example, as-
grown In2O3 typically shows 1019 cm−3 at room temperature,
while Sn doping can lead to carrier concentrations in excess
of 1021 cm−3.15,17 The maximum carrier concentrations in
Ga2O3 have not yet reached the same levels, with the high-
est reported values of 1019 cm−3 observed in Si or Sn-doped
samples.15,18,19 Consequently, there are still open questions,
e.g. regarding the intricate interplay of free electrons and ex-
citonic effects. It has been shown before (e.g. for ZnO in Ref.
20) that the presence of free carriers significantly alters the
optical absorption spectra as well as effective electron or hole
masses.21,22 Since these effects can be difficult to disentangle
in experiment (especially if a material has a strong intrinsic
n-type character), computational insight is inevitably helpful.

In this paper we aim to elucidate excitonic effects and im-
portant features of the optical absorption spectra of ideal, un-
doped In2O3 and Ga3O3 by investigating the dielectric func-
tions of these materials over a large photon energy range. We

find that both excitonic effects due to bound states near the
absorption edge and the optical anisotropy are significantly
stronger in Ga2O3. While the former is due to a smaller di-
electric screening in Ga2O3, the latter arises from the mono-
clinic crystal structure. In Section II the computational frame-
work is summarized, while results for In2O3 and Ga2O3 are
presented and discussed in Section III. Finally, Section IV
summarizes the findings and concludes this paper.

II. METHODS

In order to achieve an accurate description of optical prop-
erties (including excitonic and local-field effects) from first
principles, we solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for
the optical polarization function.23 This allows us to include
two-particle (electron-hole) excitations in the description of
the dielectric function. The underlying electronic structure is
computed using standard density functional theory24,25 (DFT)
which yields the Kohn-Sham states that are used to com-
pute the optical-transition matrix elements in the longitu-
dinal approximation26 and the statically screened Coulomb
attraction as well as the unscreened exchange terms that
determine the excitonic Hamiltonian. In this work, the
generalized-gradient approximation for exchange and corre-
lation as parametrized by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof27

(PBE) is used. The electron-ion interaction is described using
the projector-augmented wave method28 where we explicitly
include the Ga 3d and In 4d electrons as valence states. The
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package26,29,30 and the BSE im-
plementation discussed in Refs. 31 and 32 are used to carry
out all calculations using a plane-wave basis33 for the wave
function expansions.

We use atomic geometries relaxed with the HSE06 screened
hybrid functional,34 which gives lattice parameters in better
agreement to experiment for both In2O3 and Ga2O3 as com-
pared to PBE.35,36 Our calculated lattice constants are sum-
marized in Table I for the 40-atom bixbyite In2O3 unit cell
and the 10-atom monoclinic Ga2O3 unit cell, representing the
most stable structures for each material. For the unit cell op-
timization and band-structure calculations we adopted an en-
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Eexp
g (eV) EPBE

g (eV) ∆ (eV) ε0
el. (ε0) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (◦)

In2O3 2.9010 1.10 1.80 4.80 10.20 – – –
Ga2O3 4.8614 2.50 2.37 4.05 12.21 3.03 5.80 103.9

TABLE I. Lattice constants, band gaps Eg, scissor shift ∆, and static electronic dielectric constants ε0
el. (as computed in DFT in this work)

underlying the calculations of the optical absorption spectra.
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FIG. 1. Band structure of β -Ga2O3 as calculated with DFT-PBE
(blue) and HSE (black). HSE leads to shifts of the valence and con-
duction bands relative to PBE, but the qualitative features of the band
structure are largely reproduced.

ergy cutoff of 500 eV and integrated over the Brillouin zones
with 2× 2× 2 and 4× 4× 4 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grids
for In2O3 and β -Ga2O3, respectively.

Quasiparticle effects on the fundamental band gaps are ap-
proximated by using a scissor operator ∆ in this work that
shifts all conduction bands to higher energies by a given
amount. This approach is valid for cases in which the band
gap is underestimated, but the other qualitative and quantita-
tive features of the band structure are largely reproduced by
DFT-PBE compared to higher levels of theory such as HSE
or the G0W0 approximation. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
the band structure37 of Ga2O3 calculated at the PBE and HSE
levels, which shows a good agreement between the conduc-
tion band states and the upper valence band states apart from
the band gap error.

One measure of the agreement is the valence-band width,
which is calculated to be 7.33 eV in HSE, in close agreement
with the experimental value of 7.37 eV.14 The band width cal-
culated in PBE is 7.07 eV, a difference of only 0.26 eV with
respect to the HSE value. Considering the optical absorption
onset is dominated by transitions from this upper valence band
to the lowest conduction band states, the error resulting from
a rigid scissor shifted is expected to be smaller than the dif-
ferences arising from excitonic effects discussed in Sec. III.
The agreement for In2O3 is similar and additionally supports
that a rigid shift of the conduction bands is a valid approxi-
mation to obtaining an accurate initial electronic structure for
which to calculate the optical spectrum in these materials. As
shown in Fig. 1, the energies computed for Ga d states ∼15

eV below the VBM are underestimated by about 2 eV using
PBE, however, since they are well separated from the valence-
band maximum, transitions from these and lower-lying states
do not contribute to the optical spectra computed in this work.

The shift ∆ is the difference of the experimental band gap
and the DFT-PBE one determined in our calculations for
these materials: For bixbyite In2O3 we shift with respect to
a value of 2.90 eV from coupled photoemission experiments
and quasiparticle-corrected band structures.7,9,10 For Ga2O3
we adopt a value of 4.86 eV as measured by angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and hybrid functional
calculations.14 The analytical model of Bechstedt et al.38 is
used to compute the screened Coulomb interaction W using
the static electronic dielectric constants of 4.80 (In2O3) and
4.05 (Ga2O3) obtained on the DFT-PBE level. The band gaps
and dielectric constants underlying the present work are sum-
marized in Table I.

Since BSE calculations are computationally very challeng-
ing, we compromise between two complementary require-
ments for convergence: Converging the onset of the optical
absorption spectrum asks for a fine sampling of the lowest
single-particle transitions in the Brillouin zone (BZ), however,
in order to compute optical properties over a large photon-
energy range, a large number of conduction bands have to
be included in the excitonic Hamiltonian. For this reason we
use a more dense k-point grid and fewer conduction bands to
compute the low-energy part of the absorption spectra close
to the absorption onset. The high-energy part is computed
using fewer k points and more conduction bands to include
high-energy optical transitions. Different BSE cutoff energies
(maximum non-interacting electron-hole pair energy) are em-
ployed for the different Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-point grids39

that we used, see Ref. 40 for details. Convergence is im-
proved by displacing each grid by a small random vector to
lift degeneracies that occur for unshifted MP meshes. De-
spite these efforts to keep the computational cost low, the
resulting excitonic Hamiltonians have ranks of 360,000 and
more. Even though the dielectric function is computed using
a time-propagation technique41 that scales quadratically with
the rank of the excitonic Hamiltonian (which is better than the
cubic scaling of direct diagonalization techniques), such com-
putationally demanding calculations can only be carried out
on high-performance super computers such as Blue Waters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using this framework we computed the optical properties
(dielectric functions) of ideal crystals of In2O3 (see Fig. 2)
and Ga2O3 (see Fig. 3) including excitonic and local-field
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FIG. 2. Imaginary part of the dielectric function ε(ω) of cubic
In2O3. (a) includes excitonic and local-field effects and shows the
dielectric function over a large photon-energy range. In (b) we com-
pare spectra without excitonic effects: The black curve is computed
using the same combination of k-point meshes as for (a) and red is
computed using a mesh of 12× 12× 12 Monkhorst-Pack k points. In
(c) we compare the optical absorption onset with (solid) and without
(dashed) excitonic effects.

effects. Due to the absence of experimentally measured di-
electric functions (for instance via ellipsometry) over a large
energy range, these results represent highly accurate predic-
tions that improve on previous theoretical spectra12,16 that ne-
glected excitonic effects. Hence, in order to draw conclusions
about the influence of excitonic effects, we included the data
computed using the DFT+∆ scheme (dashed curves) in Figs. 2
and 3. Especially in the case of Ga2O3, the onset of optical ab-
sorption is dominated by a pronounced bound excitonic state
that is visible as a large peak. For In2O3 the effect is less dra-
matic, but nevertheless a peak arising from a bound excitonic
state is visible near the absorption onset [cf. Fig. 2(c)]. One
reason for this peak to be smaller than the one we observe for
Ga2O3 is the larger dielectric screening in the case of In2O3
(cf. Table I).

From a comparison of the DFT+∆ results with the spec-
tra that include excitonic effects in Figs. 2 and 3, it is clear
that peaks in the DFT+∆ curves experience a redshift (and,
hence, are located at lower photon energies) when excitonic
effects are taken into account. This general feature of peaks
occurring at lower photon energies with redistributed spectral
weight when excitonic effects are included is well known and
was also found for other oxides42–44 that show a similar struc-
ture of the uppermost valence and the lowest conduction band.

As previously discussed in Sec. II, the computational re-
quirements for these calculations can limit the extent to which
particular parameters such as energy cutoffs and k-point sam-
pling can be improved to obtain complete convergence of the
optical spectra. From Fig. 2(b) it becomes clear that the k-
point grids used in this work to compute spectra including ex-
citonic effects are well converged at least on a single-particle
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FIG. 3. Imaginary part of the (anisotropic) dielectric function ε(ω)
of Ga2O3. Solid curves include excitonic and local-field effects,
whereas dashed curves are computed without those.

DFT-PBE level, as the difference between the two curves in
Fig. 2(b) is very small. However, we note that it is computa-
tionally challenging to reproduce a plateau structure like the
one found on DFT-PBE level between 5 and 8 eV in Fig. 2(b)
also in the BSE approach [Fig. 2(a)] due to the extremely high
computational cost. A similar effect is visible for the bound
excitonic state in In2O3: improving the k-point sampling go-
ing from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(c) improves the fine structure of
our results. Nevertheless, except for the fine structure of the
curves, the overall shape of our computed curves is well con-
verged. We also note that with increasing photon energies the
influence of the DFT+∆ approximation becomes more severe,
typically leading to peaks in the theoretical spectra occurring
at too low energies (by about 0.5 – 1 eV).44

For In2O3 we do not observe any optical anisotropy since
the material is cubic. As seen in Fig. 3, this is dramatically dif-
ferent for monoclinic Ga2O3, which shows a pronounced opti-
cal anisotropy across the entire range of photon energies. The
anisotropy of the Ga2O3 absorption edge has been reported on
extensively, where experimental transmission measurements
indicate the lowest onset at ∼ 4.6 – 4.7 eV for light polarized
parallel to the crystallographic c axis (E ‖ c) and higher by
∼ 0.3 eV for light polarized parallel to the b axis (E ‖ b).45–48

This has previously been explained by Yamaguchi in the con-
text of direct symmetry-allowed and -forbidden transitions be-
tween the uppermost valence bands at Γ and the conduction
band minimum of Ga s character.12 Their analysis of the ir-
reducible representations of the valence band states at the Γ

point in the calculated band structure suggest that the E ‖ b
absorption onset should be 0.67 eV higher than that of the
absorption E ‖ c. This difference qualitatively describes the
anisotropy observed, but is larger than the experimental offset
of ∼ 0.3 eV.12,45–48

Similar to the results obtained by Yamaguchi,12 we observe
the lowest onset for εzz, which occurs only slightly below the
one for εxx by 0.2 – 0.3 eV. From the spectra of εyy in Fig. 3(b),
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it is seen that the onset for absorption of light polarized paral-
lel to the b axis starts at significantly higher photon energies
than for light polarized along the other crystallographic axes.
This is consistent with the observation of a rapid decrease in
the transmission spectra of Ga2O3 for light polarized perpen-
dicular to the b axis (E ⊥ b) over the range of 4.4 – 4.6 eV.46,48

Furthermore, this optical anisotropy is also seen for other peak
structures at higher photon energies that either occur only for
εzz (e.g. around 8 eV) or εyy (e.g. around 10 eV). Consider-
ing our spectra without excitonic effects in Fig. 3, we observe
a similar shift as Yamaguchi of the spectra between the on-
sets of the εzz, εxx, and εyy dielectric functions, and reproduce
the qualitative and quantitative features.12 However with ex-
citonic effects, the peaks shift substantially, with the εzz edge
decreasing by ∼ 0.5 eV as compared to the DFT+∆ results
(Fig. 3c) and similarly large shifts for the other polarizations.

Both the intensities and the relative shifts of the excitonic
peaks are sensitive to a number of factors, one of which is
the choice of the ε0

el. used to screen the electron-hole interac-
tion. The value used (see Table I) is calculated at the PBE
level and excludes any contributions due to ionic screening.
This approximation may be insufficient for materials which
exhibit a strong electron-phonon coupling, which may be a
concern in Ga2O3 as holes have been reported to immediately
self-trap, forming small polarons.49,50 Therefore, a higher ef-
fective dielectric constant that is between the electronic (3.61)
and static (10.2) values51 may be necessary to obtain more ac-
curately resolved optical spectra, particularly in the proximity
of the absorption edge. Considering this and the strong ex-
citonic features, the optical spectra of Ga2O3 require further
study both theoretically and experimentally.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we used modern theoretical-spectroscopy tech-
niques based on the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation

for the optical-polarization function to compute the optical
absorption properties of cubic In2O3 and monoclinic Ga2O3.
This allows us to take excitonic and local-field effects into
account when computing the dielectric function of these two
materials. While the large unit cells of these oxides (in partic-
ular of In2O3) render these calculations computationally very
challenging, we do find a satisfactory convergence across a
large photon energy range. We find that excitonic effects
play an important role for the optical-absorption properties
of both materials, but in particular for Ga2O3 for which we
find a strong bound excitonic state at the absorption edge and
a remarkably strong optical anisotropy. Despite these strong
excitonic features, the optical gap of β -Ga2O3 remains sig-
nificantly larger than those of other TCOs and suggests it is
well-suited for applications such as solar-blind photodiodes
that exploit its transparency in the UV.52,53 From comparison
to experiment and other calculations (that neglect excitonic
effects), we find indications that the strong electron-phonon
coupling in Ga2O3 significantly affects the dielectric screen-
ing. These effects deserve further attention in future experi-
mental and theoretical studies to fully resolve the optical spec-
tra of this emerging TCO.
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